Interoperability Working Group

Call Summary September 8, 2017

Status Updates:

- John Wack and John Dziurlaj will both present at the September 11 – 12 TGDC meeting on CDF and Election Modeling work.
- Status of CDF work:
  - Election Results CDF V1 published as SP 1500-100. Used in OH, NC, LA County, other states in progress. V2 synchronizes with Google/VIP 5.1, adds JSON.
  - Election Log Export CDF soon published as SP 1500-101. Currently being reviewed by Cybersecurity Working Group.
  - Voter Records Interchange CDF slated for review by VR vendors and then published as SP 1500-102. Initial use in OH and by OSET.
  - Cast Vote Records CDF schema approved by WG, to be published as SP 1500-103.
  - Additional CDFs for ballot definition and electronic poll books planned.
- Status of Election Modeling Work:
  - Process Catalog: List of Processes (Scope): 100% complete.
  - Process Model: Elaboration of Processes: 80% complete.
  - Business Motivation Model: List of policies derived from law: 60% complete.
  - Organizational Structure Model: Describes Organizational Roles: 80% complete.
- Move to Google Groups as method of communications
- Update from Lauren Lochridge on Voting Methods Group:
  - Completed ranked choice voting process flow and nearly ready to distribute draft work product for comment. Will be conducting early adopter outreach soon. Keeping a spreadsheet to maintain consistent terminology/usage that could be helpful to other glossary development work as well.

Next Steps:

- Outreach to states upgrading or purchasing new systems that could use CDF specs.
- Continued work on Election Modeling: Business Model, Revised Glossary, Semantic Model.
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